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Background
Rapid changes in behavior require rapid changes in
brain states, yet the brain must also remain stable in the
face of noise and uncertainty. The problem is exempli-
fied by motor readiness in which execution of a planned
motor behavior is voluntarily delayed until the onset of
a ‘go’ stimulus. Achieving such rapid changes between
otherwise stable brain states remains a fundamental pro-
blem in computational neuroscience. Single-state attrac-
tor networks provide stability but require global changes
to the attractor landscape to alter network state and
such transitions are invariably slow. Multi-state attractor
networks promise rapid transitions between co-existing
stable states by direct perturbation of the state variables
however the nature of the perturbation is critical. Here
we explore the efficacy of a global perturbation for
invoking state transitions in a bistable model of motor
cortex based on phase-coupled neural oscillators [1].
Methods
Motor cortex was modeled as a two-dimensional sheet
(128x128) of phase-coupled neural oscillators that were
locally coupled using a center-surround connection
topology. This model exhibits bistability when the
strength of the inhibitory surround is within a specific
range. In such cases the oscillators spontaneously self-
organize into either spatially synchronous patterns or
spatiotemporal traveling wave patterns depending upon
initial conditions. These patterns are reminiscent of
those observed in primate motor cortex during voluntary
[2] and self-paced movements [3] where the timing of
the evoked waves are dependent on both the onset of
movement and the phase of the local-field potential [2,3].
Results
We show that a global perturbation that is sinusoidally
coupled to the phase of the mean-field can evoke a
rapid transition from the synchronous state to the wave
state. Our results demonstrate that an appropriately
timed global perturbation can induce rapid transitions
between distinct stable firing patterns and we posit that
motor cortex may use a similar mechanism to transition
rapidly from motor readiness to action.
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